Abstract: Two-color stimulated Raman scattering (SRS) microscopy with label-free mapping of lipid/protein distributions has shown promise in virtual histology. Despite previous demonstrations of SRS in tumor delineation and diagnosis, the speed and efficiency of the current technique requires further improvements for practical use. Here, we integrate parallel dual-phase SRS detection with strip mosaicing, which reduces the imaging time of a whole mouse brain section from 70 to 8 minutes. We further verified our method in imaging fresh human surgical tissues, showing its great potential for rapid SRS histology, especially for large scale, large quantity imaging tasks. 
Introduction
Imaging techniques capable of providing rapid and sufficient histological information are highly desired in time-sensitive pathologies, such as intraoperative diagnosis. Stimulated Raman scattering (SRS) microscopy has experienced rapid developments in the past decade [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] , and shown success in various biomedical researches, including label-free tissue imaging [6] , drug delivery [7] , lipid metabolism [8] , and quantitative chemical analysis [9] . Particularly, SRS has demonstrated great potential for rapid virtual histology without exogenous staining, in both live animals and human brain surgical tissues [10] [11] [12] [13] . These advances strongly rely on the unique chemical resolution of SRS microscopy, because of the inherent Raman spectroscopy that differentiates various biomolecules, including lipids, proteins and DNA [14] . In addition, bedside SRS microscope based on fiber lasers has been manufactured and applied in the operating room [15, 16] , and SRS handheld device is making its way to miniaturization [17] . Although the imaging speed of SRS is orders of magnitude faster than spontaneous Raman microscopy, the efficiency of current SRS microscope in imaging large-scale tissues remains to be optimized, which is critical for practical applications for rapid, label-free histology.
Two major aspects that limit the speed of SRS histology include: 1) the imaging rate of multi-color SRS, and 2) the efficiency of image mosaicing. It has been the long-term pursuits to achieve both higher imaging rate and richer spectroscopic information in the development of SRS microscopy. However, we still have to balance between the number of spectral channels and imaging speed for different applications. Previous studies have shown that lipid/protein based two-color SRS could provide adequate histological contrast to classify different types and grades of brain tumors, similar to the results of H&E (also a twocomponent modality) [10, 11] . Yet compared with H&E, SRS microscopy does not suffer from the slow tissue preparation process in H&E, such as biopsy, fixation, sectioning and labeling, thus may be potentially used in fast intraoperative diagnosis. We have previously developed a dual-phase lock-in detection method to achieve real-time two-color SRS imaging, which reaches the highest imaging speed as single color SRS [18] . Such a parallel detection method could in principle maximize the imaging rate of SRS histology, while immune to the effect of light scattering through thick fresh tissues as in the grating based detection techniques [19] .
In order to image large sized tissues with high spatial resolution, it is usually required to stitch numerous fields of view (FOV) taken sequentially to cover the large areas of interests. The conventional mosaicing method known as "tiling" has the major disadvantage of wasting large amount of time between adjacent FOV for redundant system initialization, data storage and unnecessary pausing [10] . Alternatively, "strip mosaicing" method has been shown to provide equivalent confocal imaging results as in tiling, where the focused laser beam works in the line scan mode and the sample translates at a constant speed in perpendicular to the laser line [20] . Strip mosaicing has obvious speed improvements in imaging large tissues. However, multicolor SRS with sequential spectral imaging is incompatible with strip mosaicing, primarily because of the slight mismatch between replicas of the same strip taken sequentially at different Raman frequencies, generating unwanted features similar to "motion artefacts". Tiling with sequential frequency tuning further increases the imaging time, which is proportional to the number of frequency channels.
In this work, we have combined dual-phase SRS detection technique with strip mosaicing to maximize the speed of SRS histology. We showed that almost 10 times reduction of the total imaging time of a whole mouse brain coronal section could be achieved, compared with sequential two-color tiling method in commercial Olympus Flouview software. With the dualphase strip mosaicing technique, imaging a 12 × 7 mm 2 mouse brain section could be completed within 8 minutes. We further demonstrated the feasibility of our method in imaging fresh human surgical specimens with two-color SRS, as well as multi-modality capability with the addition of second harmonic generation (SHG) channel. Our method provides an efficient means to image large area tissues with multi-chemical contrast, which is vitally important in both rapid histology and bulk data accumulation for statistical analysis and machine learning.
Materials and methods

Experimental setup
The experimental design based on the dual-phase SRS microscope is illustrated in Fig. 1 . The basic concept and technical details of dual-phase SRS have been reported previously [18] . Briefly, we used pulsed femtosecond laser beams from a commercial optical parametric oscillator (OPO) laser (Insight DS+, Newport, CA) as the light source. We set the fundamental 1040 nm laser as the Stokes beam (~150fs), and the tunable OPO output (690-1300 nm, ~120fs) as the pump beam. Spectral focusing technique was applied to obtain sufficient spectral resolution [21, 22] . The femtosecond pulses were chirped through high dispersive glass rods (SF57) to several picoseconds, and the target Raman frequency could be tuned by adjusting the time delay τ between pump and Stokes pulses ( Fig. 1(a) and (b)). The key idea of dual-phase SRS is to split one of the beams (Stokes beam in our case) into two, set each of them to probe the target Raman frequency, and modulate them with 90° phase difference ( Fig. 1(b) ). Therefore, SRS signals at Ω 1 and Ω 2 were generated as the in-phase and in-quadrature components. A single photodiode (PD) was used to detect the sum of the two signals, and a phase sensitive lock-in amplifier (HF2LI, Zurich Instrument) was applied to simultaneously demodulate the two orthogonal components through the X and Y output channels, realizing parallel two-color SRS detection. In our setup, we used a single electrooptical modulator (EOM) combined with proper pulse-train control to achieve both the Raman frequency selection and quadrature phase setting. The amplitude of the 1040 nm laser was modulated at 1/4 of the laser repetition rate (f 0 = 80 MHz) with a frequency divider to lock the modulation phase. The two delay lines (DL1 and DL2) were used to fully control the temporal profiles of the pump and two Stokes beams. One pulse interval was added in DL2 to effectively generate quadrature phase shift between the two Stokes beams without changing the SRS intensity. Time delay τ 1 and τ 2 were precisely set to probe the two high-frequency Raman modes at Ω 1 (2845 cm −1 ) and Ω 2 (2930 cm −1 ), so that lipid/protein contents could be simultaneously image with minimum crosstalk or interference after proper setting of the reference phase of the lock-in amplifier [18] . All imaging tasks were performed with Olympus FV1200 microscope. Such a dual-phase method not only works for spectralfocusing based SRS microscopy, but also suited for general pump-probe based microscopies [23, 24] . We integrated the dual-phase technique with strip mosaicing scheme to enable rapid SRS histology. Similar to the technique used in confocal imaging [20] , our system combined optical and mechanical scanning to image across large sample areas. As illustrated in Fig.  1(a) , the laser beam was continuously scanning in one dimension, while the sample stage was translated in the perpendicular direction at a constant speed to generate image strips. Olympus Fluoview software was set at the "Linescan" mode to scan the laser beam and acquire image data. We built an additional master program with Labview (National Instruments) to synchronize the sample stage (Prior Scientific, ProScan III) with Fluoview software. The stage started to move with the rising edge of the frame TTL signal of FV1200 when each "Linescan" task was initiated. And multiple tasks were pre-programed in Fluoview based on the size of the sample, so that they could be stitched to cover the whole sample. We only collected data in one direction, thus the stage velocity in the "backfly" direction was set to be much faster than the imaging direction ( Fig. 1(c) ). The imaging time of each strip was calculated based on the length of the strip and the stage velocity, with the inclusion of additional time costs at the acceleration and deceleration period. The stage velocity could be calculated as:
Where W is the length of the scanning laser line (strip width), T f is the frame imaging time, N is the number of pixels in each line, and t p is the pixel dwell time. In this setting, the sampling density in X and Y directions are identical, equivalent to the stitching of normal square tiles. And the number of lines in each strip could be estimated as: LN/W, where L is the strip length.
In our experiments, W = 509 µm for 25x objective, W = 212 µm for 60x objective, t p = 2 µs and N = 512. The comparison between the sequential tiling and parallel strip mosaicing of two-color SRS is schematically illustrated in Figs. 1(d) and (e). In the tiling mode, each tile of the tissue needs to be imaged twice at the two Raman frequencies before moving to the next, and usually several seconds (~3 s) interval exists between adjacent images. By contrast, parallel strip mosaicing avoids the redundant time intervals as wells as the repeated imaging for the two Raman frequencies, hence is as efficient as single color strip mosaicing. Moreover, additional parallel imaging channels could be naturally included in the process to realize multi-modal imaging, such as SHG and two-photon excited fluorescence (TPEF) with photomultiplier tubes (PMT). After completing the data acquisition, the image strips were loaded into our Matlab program for stitching. Note that strip mosaicing reduces one of the stitching dimensions, which helps improving the final image quality with less stitching artefacts. The stitched images at Ω 1 and Ω 2 were then decomposed into the distributions of lipids and proteins following the simple linear algebra, and false colored to form the final two-color images [10] .
Sample preparation
Mice were bred under standard husbandry conditions, and all experiments were performed in accordance with the Animal Care and Use Committee at Fudan University. Frozen and fixed sections were utilized in the mouse brain imaging. Mouse was perfused with PBS and 4% paraformaldehyde in phosphate buffered saline. Then the brains were fixed in 4% PFA overnight at 4 °C, and transferred sequentially to 15% and 30% sucrose after brain sunk to the bottom. Brains were embedded and frozen in O.C.T. compound (Tissue-Tek) and 40 µm serial sections were coronally prepared by frozen microtome (Leica, CM1950) and packaged between a glass slide and coverslip when ready for imaging.
Fresh human tissues were collected from patients, and approved by the Ethics Committee of our collaborating hospitals with informed consent from patients (Huashan Hospital: KY2014-240; Shanghai General Hospital: 2018KY144). Chondrosarcoma and liver samples were obtained from Shanghai General Hospital, meningioma samples were obtained from HuaShan Hospital. All fresh tissues were sandwiched between two coverglasses with a perforated slide to flatten the tissues, and imaged without any further treatment. To keep the tissues fresh, they were delivered with ice bags within 3 hours after resection.
Results and discussion
Imaging of the mouse brain section
We first tested our method by imaging mouse brain coronal sections. We utilized a 25x objective (Olympus, UPLSAPO 25XWMP2) to image the tissues in transmission mode with both sequential tilting and parallel strip mosaicing methods. Figure 2 shows the results of a 12×7 mm 2 mouse brain section, with green representing lipids and blue representing proteins distribution. The total imaging time with the tiling method was about 70 minutes, containing 26×16 tiles for each Raman frequency. Whereas in the dual-phase strip mosaicing mode, the total imaging time of the same tissue was reduced to ~8 minutes. It could be seen that the image qualities of both methods are very comparable, revealing almost identical histoarchitectures, including white matter, hippocampus (Figs. 2(c) and (e)), and gray matter (Figs.  2(d) and (f) ). As proven in the previous studies, histological features based on the axonal and cellular densities and morphologies could provide key diagnostic information for brain tumors [10, 11] . Hence, our method has the potential to improve the working efficiency of SRS microscopy in the application of neuropathology. Fig. 2 . Two-color SRS images of a mouse brain coronal section imaged with tiling (a) and strip mosaicing (b). Zoomed-in regions of hippocampus and white matter (c, e), and cortext (e, f). Lipids are false colored in green and proteins in blue. Scale bar: 500 µm.
Imaging fresh human surgical specimens
We next evaluated our method in imaging various types of fresh human tissues excised from the operating room. We chose 60X objective (Olympus, UPLSAPO 60XWIR) to obtain higher spatial resolution, in which case the imaging tasks became heavier and increasing the imaging speed and efficiency became critical. Fresh human chondrosarcoma and liver tissues were imaged and shown in Fig. 3 . The total imaging time of these tissues was less than 5 minutes each. In the liver tissue resected from the tumor margin (Figs. 3(a)-(c) ), typical features of normal hepatocytes were clearly seen, indicating the possible complete tumor resection. Whereas in chondrosarcoma (Figs. 3(d)-(f) ), cell nuclear morphologies could be visualized under different magnifications. Obtaining rapid histology of these tissues is extremely helpful for surgeons to define the surgical margins and make critical decisions with improved efficiency. Further work are ongoing with the aim to create statistical results regarding the efficacy of two-color SRS in diagnosing these types of tumor in human specimens. 
Multi-modal imaging
We further verified that multi-modal imaging could be realized in strip mosaicing method. Figure 4 shows the results of human meningioma, which is a disease with many subtypes [25] , thus imaging modalities capable of detecting more chemical compositions will be better suited for the diagnosis. Aside from normal two-color SRS with lipid/protein contrast, SHG can be detected with a narrow band-pass filter and a PMT detector. Many biological structures have noncentrosymmetric molecular arrangements and therefore can produce large SHG signals given the proper laser excitation field. These structures include collagen, myofilaments, biological membranes and quasi-crystalline tubulin assemblies such as mitotic spindles [26, 27] . In our case, collagen fibers were detected in the SHG channel (Fig. 4(a) and  (c) ). SHG imaging of collagen fibrils could provide insights into the metastatic pattern of malignant cells [28] , and the combination of cellular morphology and collagen fibers may provide important histological inputs for the diagnosis of such a diverse disease. In addition, more imaging channels could also be included (such as TPEF) to image other important biomolecules that generate two-photon autofluoresence, such as elastin and NADH. 
Discussion
The design of our dual-phase SRS microscopy is not the only way of performing parallel multi-color SRS. In fact, a few other means of multiplex SRS techniques have been developed, including excitation multiplexing and detection multiplexing [9, 19, 29] . In principle, all these parallel detection methods are compatible with strip mosaicing. In reality, the factors including complexity, stability and laser powers need to be considered for practical use. For ordinary two-color SRS histology, our dual-phase method may hold the best opportunity for bedside rapid imaging.
The mosaicing efficiency may be further improved by making full use of bi-directional scanning, which means continuous data collection during bi-directional laser scanning, as well as bi-directional sample movements. To fulfil such a goal, we will need to write our own data acquisition program to optimize image reconstruction with the bi-directional mode, and will be done in the future. With this implementation, the current mosaicing speed is expected to improve by more than 2 times, and may become the ultimate speed for mosaic imaging with laser scanning microscopes.
The strip mosaicing concept could also be applied in 3D whole mouse brain imaging, where the brain tissues are continuously sliced into thin strips and imaged at the same time [30] . In principle, two-color SRS imaging of a whole mouse brain could be conducted by scanning the laser beams in one dimension while the tissue is translated in perpendicular and sliced layer by layer, over the whole tissue volume. Although technically feasible, it is challenging to figure out the neural connections in SRS images with dense axons.
Conclusions
In summary, we have demonstrated that strip mosaicing could be efficiently adapted with dual-phase SRS microscopy, providing a rapid means of acquiring label-free histology on large-scale tissues. By parallel detection and strip mosaicing, our method greatly reduces the total imaging time without sacrificing image quality. We believe our method provides the opportunity for improving the efficiency of intraoperative diagnosis, as well as large data collection for profound analysis, such as machine learning. 
